We carry out an empirical measurement to explain why *t*~dep~ = *t*~sf~/*ϵ*~sf~ ≈ 2 Gyr, where *t*~sf~ and *ϵ*~sf~ represent degenerate quantities: *t*~sf~ is the timescale over which gas is turned into stars and *ϵ*~sf~ represents the fraction of mass converted into stars (the 'star formation efficiency' or SFE). If star formation within GMCs is slow and efficient (long *t*~sf~, high *ϵ*~sf~), GMCs and young stars are co-spatial for many dynamical times. If star formation is fast and inefficient (short *t*~sf~, low *ϵ*~sf~), they should rarely coincide. Therefore, measurements of the spatial correlation between gas and young stars discriminate between these two scenarios.

We characterise the lifecycle of GMCs and star-forming regions by applying a new statistical method[@R16] to maps of the molecular gas and emission from young massive stars in NGC300. This method requires observational data at high sensitivity and resolution over a large field-of-view, now available with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). NGC300 is the perfect target for the first application of this method, as it is the closest (*D* = 2 Mpc), face-on, star-forming disc galaxy accessible from the southern hemisphere. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (left) shows the molecular gas traced by our high-resolution (2″ = 20 pc) ALMA map of CO(1-0). We combine this with a matched-resolution map of H*α*-emitting H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions from the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope to trace recent star formation. The use of H*α* means that we define 'star formation' to refer to an unembedded stellar population, with a mass of at least 200 M~⊙~ and a normal stellar initial mass function (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}).

We characterise the correlation between GMCs and star formation by placing apertures on peaks of CO(1-0) or H*α* emission, and measuring how the enclosed CO-to-H*α* flux ratios are elevated or suppressed, respectively, relative to the galactic average as the aperture size is changed ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Video 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@R15], [@R17]. The shorter-lived of these two tracers will be rare compared to the longer-lived, more common one. Only a small number of apertures are required to cover the complete sample of rare, short-lived emission peaks. These will encompass a relatively small part of the galaxy and contain few of the many long-lived emission peaks. This results in a CO-to-H*α* flux ratio that differs significantly from the galactic average. Conversely, covering the long-lived emission peaks requires numerous apertures that will also include many of the short-lived emission peaks, resulting in a modest deviation from the galactic CO-to-H*α* ratio.

We fit a model describing this statistical behaviour[@R16] (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"} and [Supplementary Video 2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to measure how long GMCs live and form stars (*t*~CO~), how long feedback takes to evacuate residual gas (*t*~fb~, the time for which GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions coexist), and the mean separation length between independent star-forming regions (*λ*), below which the CO-to-H*α* ratio significantly deviates from the galactic average. These evolutionary time and length scales define the fraction of gas converted into stars (the cloud-scale integrated SFE), the time-averaged mass outflow rate per unit star formation rate (SFR) (the mass loading factor *η*~fb~), and the feedback outflow velocity (*v*~fb~). Extensive tests[@R16] show that these quantities are measured with an accuracy of better than 30%. The quantities *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, *λ*, and *v*~fb~ are independent of the adopted CO-to-H~2~ and H*α*-to-SFR conversion factors.

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (left) demonstrates that CO(1-0) and H*α* emission are rarely co-spatial; they do not trace each other on the cloud scale. We quantify this in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (right), which shows the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio as a function of the aperture size for apertures placed on either CO(1-0) or H*α* emission peaks (cf. [Supplementary Video 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We find a symmetric de-correlation between CO(1-0) and H*α* emission on small (\<150 pc) scales, implying that molecular gas and star formation are distinct, subsequent phases of the GMC and H[ii]{.smallcaps} region lifecycle with similar durations. The aperture size at which the two branches diverge shows that NGC300 consists of independent, cloud-scale building blocks separated by 100--150 pc (cf. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) that exist in a state of vigorous evolutionary cycling. This empirical result implies that star formation is fast and inefficient; the long gas depletion times observed on galactic scales are not due to slow star formation on the cloud scale.

To infer which physics drive the observed evolutionary cycling, we fit the statistical model described in the [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}[@R16] to the data and summarise the constrained quantities in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. We analyse both the entire field of view and several bins in galactic radius, visualised in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. We measure GMC lifetimes spanning *t*~CO~ = 9--18 Myr, with a galactic average of $t_{\text{CO}} = 10.8_{- 1.7}^{+ 2.1}$ Myr. These lifetimes fall between the GMC crossing and gravitational free-fall times (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}) at all galactic radii. GMC lifetimes are the longest in the central region (*R* \< 1.5 kpc), most likely caused by higher disc stability (see [Extended Data Figure 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and the correspondingly increased influence of galactic shear in supporting the GMCs against collapse[@R18], [@R19]. The GMCs live and form stars for a dynamical timescale, after which they are dispersed relative to the new-born stellar population. This implies that the global evolution of GMCs is not significantly slowed down by support from magnetic fields and that GMCs do not live long enough to be affected by spiral arm crossings[@R12] or cloud-cloud collisions[@R20] (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}).

GMC dispersal is likely feedback-driven in NGC300. By construction, our analysis measures the cumulative GMC lifetime up to (and including) the onset of massive star formation traced by H*α* emission, integrating over multiple cycles if these are unassociated with H*α*. The GMCs in NGC300 have high virial ratios (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}) and have a cumulative lifetime of about one crossing time. This short timescale does not permit multiple GMC lifecycles during which GMCs disperse dynamically (which each would take a turbulent crossing time) prior to massive star formation. It is therefore most plausible that the GMC lifetime is limited by feedback from massive stars. GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions coexist on average for $t_{\text{fb}} = 1.5_{- 0.2}^{+ 0.2}$ Myr, independently of galactic radius, implying that GMCs are dispersed before the first supernovae explode (\~ 3 Myr, see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}). Instead, early feedback by photoionisation, stellar winds, or radiation pressure is needed, none of which are currently included in large-scale cosmological simulations of galaxy formation[@R21], [@R22]. The quantitative comparison to predicted GMC dispersal timescales ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows that GMCs in NGC300 are primarily dispersed by photoionisation and stellar winds. The importance of stellar feedback in regulating the GMC lifecycle is further supported by the measured region separation lengths of *λ* = 100--150 pc. These closely match the disc scale height across the range of galactic radii, which is expected if the interstellar medium is structured by feedback-driven bubbles that depressurise when they break out of the disc[@R23], [@R24].

The short coexistence timescale of 1.5 Myr refers to that of unembedded, massive stars; low-mass stars or embedded massive stars could form and coexist with the parent GMC for longer. While we cannot trace low-mass stars in NGC300, we search for embedded massive star-forming regions using a *Spitzer* 24 *μ*m map, which does not suffer from extinction. We find only 4--7 regions bright at 24 *μ*m that are not associated with H*α* emission, out of a total number of 224 identified H*α* peaks (or \~ 3%). This small number of embedded massive star-forming regions in NGC300 can be explained by the low GMC surface densities (\~ 20 M~⊙~ pc^−2^, implying an H*α* extinction of only \~ 0.5 mag), and the observed spatial offset of 24 *μ*m emission and GMCs (consistent with observations of the Milky Way[@R25]). This means that our extinction-corrected H*α* map recovers most of the SFR, and rules out any significant impact of embedded massive stars on the conclusions of this work (also see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}).

The GMCs in NGC300 achieve average integrated SFEs of only $\epsilon_{\text{sf}} = 2.5_{- 1.1}^{+ 1.9}\%.$ The SFE is constant with radius, indicating that local variations in *t*~dep~ = *t*~CO~/*ϵ*~sf~ reflect changes of the GMC lifetime. Feedback disperses the GMCs whenever the observed SFE reaches a few percent. Due to the low SFE, the mass loading factor on the cloud scale is high, with $\eta_{\text{fb}} = 40_{- 18}^{+ 31}.$ On galactic scales, *η*~fb~ is about an order of magnitude lower[@R26], [@R27], indicating that most of the expelled material will not escape NGC300, but will cool to form a new generation of GMCs. This is confirmed by the measured feedback velocities of *v*~fb~ = 8.1--10.5 km s^−1^, which match the predicted photoionisation and stellar wind bubble velocities (including their increase with galactic radius) and fall well below the local escape velocities[@R28] of 50--120 km s^−1^. The feedback velocity is derived from *t*~fb~ and the GMC radius and thus represents a prediction that can be verified independently with integral-field spectroscopy of the ionised gas kinematics.

Numerical simulations of galaxy formation and evolution often describe cloud-scale star formation with prescriptions based on the galactic-scale relation between the (molecular) gas mass and SFR[@R21], [@R22]. However, our results demonstrate that star-forming galaxies undergo rapid evolutionary cycling on spatial scales \<150 pc. Gas and young stars are not instantly related and the appearance of galaxies constantly changes. This fundamental behaviour of observed galaxies should be reproduced by simulations, rather than adopting the galactic-scale relationships to describe star formation on GMC scales. Our results show that GMC dynamics and pre-supernova feedback mechanisms need to be modelled to achieve this. Otherwise, galaxy simulations reproduce the macroscopic properties of galaxies for the wrong reasons. Initial steps towards including early feedback are promising in this regard[@R8], [@R29].

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (top left) shows that the lifecycle of GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions is not universal, but within NGC300 exhibits a factor-of-2 variation with galactic environment. GMC lifetimes may vary depending on the importance of galactic dynamics relative to cloud-scale dynamics[@R19], whereas the impact of stellar feedback is predicted to depend on the ambient gas density (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}). Future GMC-scale observations of large galaxy samples will reveal dynamical cycling processes similar to those identified here and in previous Galactic observations[@R5]. Our statistical method will facilitate the interpretation of these observations by constraining the physics setting the GMC lifecycle in galaxies as a function of their properties.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the performance of our method[@R16] as a function of spatial resolution (and thus galaxy distance). Owing to its statistical nature, this method does not require resolving individual GMCs or star-forming regions, but only their separation *λ*, offering a major benefit relative to previous methods for characterising evolutionary cycling on sub-galactic scales. Local galaxies like NGC300 require a resolution of 100--150 pc, which [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows corresponds to the disc scale height; the cloud-scale physics of star formation and feedback can therefore be characterised for hundreds of galaxies within tens of Mpc at 1″ resolution with current observatories. At high redshift (*z* \> 1), the high gas content implies elevated scale heights and collapse length scales of[@R30] \~1 kpc (below which fragmentation can still occur), implying that the dynamical cycling scale may be accessible by modern observatories (at 0.1″) across cosmic time. This possibility is promising in view of the environmental dependences identified here. Mapping the GMC lifecycle across the Universe will eventually enable the representation of galaxies as ensembles of vigorously evolving building blocks and motivate a bottom-up theory of how galaxies grow and form stars, from high redshift to the present day.

Methods {#S1}
=======

Observational data {#S2}
------------------

We use observations from ALMA to trace molecular gas and from the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope to map the H*α* line.

### ALMA {#S3}

We observe the ^12^CO(*J* = 1 − 0) transition of two adjacent regions in NGC 300 using ALMA during Cycle 2 and 3. The full presentation of the data is the subject of another paper (A.S. *et al.*, manuscript in preparation). Observations were carried out for 10 hours with the 12-m main array and for 92 hours with the 7-m and 12-m antennas of the ALMA Compact Array (ACA) between June 6, 2014 and November 19, 2016. The ALMA receivers were tuned to the ground-state rotational transition of carbon monoxide, CO(1-0). The 12-m array was used in configurations C34-2 and C36-2 that provide maximum (unprojected) baselines of 0.330 km. Two adjacent mosaic fields were observed, each with 149 pointings of the 12-m array and 52 pointings of the 7-m array, covering a combined projected area of 10.5′ × 5.5′ ≈ 6.1 kpc × 3.2 kpc at a distance of *D* = 2.0 Mpc. The observing field is centred about 2.6′ = 1.5 kpc north-west of the nucleus of NGC 300 and covers galactic radii out to 8.2′ ≈ 4.8 kpc. The observations were performed with a spectral resolution of 122 kHz per channel (0.32 km s^−1^) and a total bandwidth of 468.750 MHz per baseband. In each observing session, one of the sources J0006-0623, J0210-5101, or J2357-5311 was used as the bandpass calibrator and one of the sources J0045-3705, J0051-4226, or J0106-4034 was used as the phase and amplitude calibrator. The absolute flux scale was set with observations of Mars, Venus, Uranus, or Neptune. We adopt ALMA's fiducial absolute flux calibration uncertainty of 5%.

We process the data using the ALMA reduction software CASA; calibration is performed in version 4.2.2 (Cycle 2) and 4.6.0 (Cycle 3); mapping and deconvolution in version 4.7.2. We adopt the pipeline-delivered calibrated data sets. We combine the 12-m and 7-m array data using an empirical noise-based weighting and deconvolve them according to a "Briggs" scheme with robustness parameter *r* = 0.5, as well as a multi-scale clean at 1, 2, 5, 10 times the 12-m beam with a threshold at 3 times the root mean square (r.m.s.) noise level. The total power observations are calibrated and mapped using a modified version of the ALMA reduction pipeline. In particular, we perform the temperature calibration, sky subtraction and baseline fitting on an antenna basis, but adopt a single antenna efficiency (Kelvin to Jansky conversion) per observing session. We combine the interferometric and total power data cubes in Fourier space making our observations sensitive to all spatial scales. The resulting beam size is 2.5″ × 1.8″ ≈ 20 pc, the r.m.s. noise level is 6.7 mJy per beam and per 2 km s^−1^ channel.

We calculate molecular (H~2~) gas masses from CO(1-0) data, adopting a metallicity dependent CO-to-H~2~ conversion factor of[@R31] *α*~CO~ = 4.35 (*Z*/Z~⊙~)^−1^ M~⊙~ (K km s^−1^ pc^2^)^−1^, where *Z*/Z~⊙~ = 10^\[M/H\]^ is the metallicity relative to solar. This conversion factor is about twice the Galactic value given the half-solar metallicity of NGC300 (see [Structural parameters](#S5){ref-type="sec"}), and matches the estimate in the similar mass and metallicity galaxies LMC[@R32] and M33[@R33]. It also includes a factor 1.36 to account for heavy elements. This implies a 5*σ* sensitivity in molecular gas surface density of 13 M~⊙~ pc^2^ or point source sensitivity of 5600 M~⊙~ when integrated over 10 km s^−1^. Throughout the analysis, we adopt an uncertainty on *α*~CO~ of 50%. We reiterate that the inferred values of *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, *λ*, and *v*~fb~ are insensitive to the choice of *α*~CO~ and the absolute flux scale.

### MPG/ESO 2.2-m {#S4}

The optical observations were obtained with the Wide Field Imager (WFI) on the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope at La Silla observatory. These consist of narrowband observations of the H*α* line (with a total exposure time of 50 min) and the nearby continuum. The raw data are available in the ESO data archive; here we use reduced data kindly provided by C. Faesi. In summary, their data reduction[@R34] includes instrumental calibration, a combination of exposures, continuum subtraction, and Galactic extinction correction (adopting *A~R~* = 0.027 mag). The flux calibration has been performed on the standard star LTT17379 and verified with literature fluxes for several H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions. The point spread function (PSF) is determined using several bright stars to be 1.35″ ≈ 13 pc. This implies an uncertainty in the absolute calibration of 4%.

In addition, we correct the H*α* map for the following effects. The WFI H*α* filter includes two nearby \[N[ii]{.smallcaps}\] lines. We use optical spectroscopic observations of NGC300 to quantify the contribution from \[N[ii]{.smallcaps}\] to the H*α* filter. The 35-pointing integral field data of NGC 300 (PI A. McLeod, ESO program 098.B-0193(A)) were taken with the MUSE instrument mounted on the Very Large Telescope and consist of a 7′ × 5′ ≈ 4.1 kpc × 2.9 kpc mosaic. Each pointing was observed three times using a 90° rotation dither pattern and an exposure time of 900 s. The data were reduced using the MUSE pipeline under the E[sorex]{.smallcaps} environment, using the available calibration files from the ESO archive for the relevant night. We find that \[N[ii]{.smallcaps}\] is closely associated with H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions and that their combined flux is typically 20% of the H*α* flux (consistent with Ref. [@R35]). We remove the contribution of \[N[ii]{.smallcaps}\] from our H*α* map scaling it by 5/6.

We further correct for internal extinction of H*α* by *A*~H*α*~ = 0.5 mag as derived from the Balmer decrement of H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions[@R35]. The r.m.s. noise level of the corrected H*α* map is 0.74 × 10^−16^ erg s^−1^ cm^−2^ arcsec^−2^ at a PSF size of 1.35″. We verified the extinction correction with our MUSE data, which provides sufficient signal-to-noise in the H*β* line to derive[@R36] *A*~H*α*~ for 46 H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions, resulting in *A*~H*α*~ = 0.37 ± 0.24 mag (median ± standard deviation). This amount of extinction is consistent with our correction of 0.5 mag, as well as with the extinction expected at the mean surface densities of the GMCs in NGC300 (\~ 20 M~⊙~ pc^−2^, corresponding to *A*~H*α*~ \~ 0.5 mag at the half-solar metallicity of NGC300). It might underestimate the attenuation towards the GMC density peaks, where the surface density is \> 20 M~⊙~ pc^−2^. The fact that we measure an extinction of only 0.5 mag could either be due to the well-known bias that the Balmer decrement can only be evaluated for the least extincted H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions, or because young stellar populations are spatially offset from the extinction peaks of GMCs[@R25]. In either case, the maximum H*α* extinction we measure is \~ 1 mag.

We test whether the H*α* extinction correction obtained from the Balmer decrement and the mean GMC surface density (which are both determined at 10--20 pc scales) are biased towards low values due to missing heavily attenuated H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions near the GMC density peaks. As discussed in the main text, we compare the H*α* map to the *Spitzer* MIPS 24 *μ*m map to identify any embedded star formation missed by the H*α* map, showing that most of the 24 *μ*m emission comes from bright H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions. Only 4--7 regions are bright at 24 *μ*m without associated H*α* emission, which would imply only a \~ 3% increase of the total number of massive star-forming regions. Finally, the H*α* and 24 *μ*m emission are approximately linearly related. In summary, the above means that the extinction-corrected H*α* map recovers most of the SFR, and embedded star formation or extinction only affect our conclusions by less than the quoted uncertainties.

We have also verified that the H*α* emission is not significantly affected by the underlying stellar absorption. If the stellar initial mass function (IMF) is well sampled, the H*α* absorption and emission both increase linearly with the mass of a stellar population, implying that the ratio between both is controlled entirely by the stellar age. Using the Starburst99 stellar population model[@R37], we derive in Appendix A of Ref. [@R38] that the effects of absorption become important for ages of \~ 10 Myr, which is at least double the timescale associated with H*α* emission (see [Analysis method and input parameters](#S7){ref-type="sec"}). To complement this, we looked for any significant H*α* absorption features in our MUSE data of NGC300. Irrespective of the position (H[ii]{.smallcaps} region or background field), we detect no signs of H*α* absorption.

We estimate SFRs from the corrected H*α* map adopting the calibration[@R39]: log SFR\[*M*~⊙~ yr^−1^\] = (log *L*~H*α*~--log 41.27)\[erg s^−1^\]. This calibration assumes a fully sampled Kroupa[@R40] IMF, Starburst99 stellar population model[@R37], continuous star formation over an H*α* emission timescale (about 5 Myr; see [Analysis method and input parameters](#S7){ref-type="sec"}), and solar abundance. This way, we measure a total SFR of 0.092 M~⊙~ yr^−1^ in NGC300, consistent with previous, multi-wavelength measurements[@R41]. We adopt an uncertainty on the H*α*-to-SFR conversion factor of 20%. All of the above scaling factors do not affect the inferred values of *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, *λ*, and *v*~fb~, because these are derived from the *relative* change of the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio as a function of spatial scale.

Our analysis further requires sensitivity to individual, young stellar populations. At the scale of individual star-forming regions (*λ* = 104 pc; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), the H*α* map has a 5*σ* luminosity sensitivity of 2 × 10^36^ erg s^−1^. For a stellar population formed in an instantaneous burst 5 Myr ago, which roughly matches the H[ii]{.smallcaps} region lifetime *t*~H*α*~ (see [Analysis method and input parameters](#S7){ref-type="sec"}), this luminosity sensitivity corresponds to the ionising radiation luminosity[@R38] of a 200 M~⊙~ stellar population. This sensitivity is well-matched to the stellar populations formed by the smallest detected GMCs (see [Consistency tests](#S15){ref-type="sec"}).

Structural parameters {#S5}
---------------------

We adopt the global parameters and radial profiles for NGC300 as follows. All of these quantities are used at various points of the presented analysis.

The distance of NGC300 is taken to be *D* = 2.0 Mpc, derived from Hubble Space Telescope observations of the tip of the red giant branch[@R42]. The center of the optical disc is at right ascension *α* = 00h54m53.48s and declination *δ* = -37d41m03.8s (NED). This is coincident to within 1 arcsec to the centre of a disc model fit to an optical *V* -band image[@R28] from the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope. NGC300's disc has an inclination of *i* = 42 ± 0.5 degrees and a position angle of *P.A.* = 111 ± 0.5 degrees, derived from a 21 cm atomic hydrogen (H[i]{.smallcaps}) emission map obtained with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) telescope[@R28].

The H[i]{.smallcaps} data have a beam size of 180″ × 88″ ≈ 1220 pc and channel width of 8 km s^−1^. The r.m.s. noise level is 3.5 mJy per beam, corresponding to a 5*σ* H[i]{.smallcaps} column density sensitivity of 1.0×10^19^ cm^−2^ per spectral channel or a 5*σ* atomic gas surface density sensitivity of 0.20 M~⊙~ pc^−2^ over 50 km s^−1^ (including heavy elements and deprojected to be face-on). The rotation curve is determined by fitting a tilted ring model to the velocity field of the ATCA H[i]{.smallcaps} data[@R28]. Rings are separated by 100″ ≈ 970 pc. For each ring, the galaxy centre and systemic velocity were kept fixed, while rotation velocity, position angle, and inclination were left as free parameters.

Gas surface densities are derived for atomic gas from the ATCA H[i]{.smallcaps} data[@R28] and for molecular gas from the ALMA+ACA observations. These include a factor 1.36 to account for heavy elements and are deprojected using the adopted disc inclination. The gas velocity dispersion is assumed to be 6 km s^−1^ as determined from H[i]{.smallcaps} observations with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) at 80 pc scales in M33[@R43], a galaxy of comparable stellar mass, gas mass, and morphology as NGC300. This is motivated by the fact that the interstellar medium of NGC300 is dominated by atomic gas (see [Extended Data Figure 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Stellar surface densities are derived from a *Spitzer* IRAC 3.6 *μ*m image[@R44] from which emission from hot dust and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons has been subtracted[@R45]. We do not correct for contamination by post-main sequence stars, because these contribute at the \< 5% level when averaging over \> kpc areas as is done here[@R46]. We adopt a mass-to-light ratio[@R47] of 1 MJy sr^−1^ = 280 M~⊙~ pc^−2^ × cos(*i*), equivalent to $\mathrm{\Upsilon}_{\star}^{3.6} = 0.4\ \text{M}_{\odot}/\text{L}_{\odot}.$ This number is only used to calculate the gas disc scale height (see [Theoretical predictions](#S16){ref-type="sec"}). The literature contains values between[@R45], [@R47], [@R48] $\mathrm{\Upsilon}_{\star}^{3.6} = 0.4 - 0.6\ \text{M}_{\odot}/\text{L}_{\odot},$ with NGC300 likely residing in the bottom half of the range due to its low mass. The full range of mass-to-light ratios translates to a \< 10% uncertainty on the inferred scale height. The stellar velocity dispersion is calculated by assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium, using the observed stellar surface density and assuming a stellar disc scale height *h*~star~. This scale height is inferred[@R49] using the empirical relation between scale height and maximum circular velocity for spiral galaxies[@R50]. For the maximum circular velocity in NGC300 from the ATCA H[i]{.smallcaps} data[@R28] of *v*~c,max~ = 98.8 km s^−1^, we obtain *h*~⋆~ = 305 pc, which we assume is constant with galactic radius[@R50].

We adopt a metallicity of \[M/H\] = −0.23 ± 0.06 dex at the centre of NGC300 and a metallicity gradient of −0.058 ± 0.014 dex kpc^−1^ as derived from colour-magnitude distribution (CMD) fitting of stellar populations of age 4--100 Myr[@R51]. Finally, we adopt an electron temperature (i.e. the temperature of ionised gas in H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions) of *T*~e~ \[K\] = 6920 + 839*R* \[kpc\] varying with galactic radius[@R52].

Many of the above quantities describing the structure of NGC300 are visualised as a function of galactic radius in [Extended Data Figure 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

In addition, we compare the integrated properties of NGC300 (i.e. its SFR, stellar mass, molecular gas mass, and atomic gas mass) to those of nearby galaxies (with redshifts 0.01 \< *z* \< 0.05) from the xCOLDGASS[@R53] and xGASS[@R54] surveys in [Extended Data Figure 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. For NGC300, the stellar mass and atomic gas mass are taken from Ref. [@R28], whereas the SFR and molecular gas mass are obtained by integration over our observations out to *R* = 5 kpc and *R* = 3 kpc, respectively. The comparison of [Extended Data Figure 2](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that NGC300 is a 'normal' galaxy for its mass. Its specific SFR (i.e. the SFR per unit stellar mass) resides within a factor of two of the star-forming galaxy main sequence, and its molecular and atomic gas depletion times are consistent with the 1*σ* scatter of the xCOLDGASS and xGASS samples. In an absolute sense, NGC300 is a low-mass galaxy relative to the bulk of the actively star-forming galaxy population, as most stars in the local Universe are born in Milky Way-mass galaxies[@R55] (where the Milky Way has a stellar mass of[@R56] 5 × 10^10^ M~⊙~). It is plausible that the molecular cloud lifecycle inferred in this work varies across the galaxy population (see [Relation to other work](#S22){ref-type="sec"}), underlining that our analysis should be extended to a large and representative galaxy sample.

Cloud-scale quantities {#S6}
----------------------

Molecular clouds are identified and their macroscopic properties determined from the ALMA+ACA data using an updated version of the CPROPS code[@R57], [@R58]. This is done as follows.

Clouds are identified as local emission peaks with signal-to-noise (*S/N*) ≥ 5 in two adjacent channels with a volume defined by adjacent pixels at *S/N* ≥ 2. Cloud spatial and spectral (velocity) dispersions are derived from the intensity-weighted second moments and have been corrected[@R57], [@R58] to include emission at *S/N* \< 2. Cloud radii are defined as *r*~GMC~ = 1.91*r*~stdev~, where *r*~stdev~ is the standard deviation of a two-dimensional Gaussian[@R59]. Cloud masses are derived from the CO(1-0) luminosity, corrected[@R57], [@R58] to include emission at *S/N* \< 2, as *M* = *α*~CO~*L*~CO~ for the adopted metallicity dependent conversion factor *α*~CO~ = 4.35 (*Z*/Z~⊙~)^−1^ M~⊙~ (K km s^−1^ pc^2^)^−1^.

Mean surface densities are defined as $\sum_{\text{GMC}} = 0.77M/\pi r_{\text{GMC}}^{\text{2}},$ within the FWHM of a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, and mean volume densities as $\rho_{\text{GMC}} = 1.26M/\left( {4/3\pi r_{\text{GMC}}^{\text{3}}} \right),$ within the FWHM of a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The virial parameters of the clouds are defined as $\alpha_{\text{vir}} = 5\sigma_{\text{GMC}}^{\text{2}}r_{\text{GMC}}/GM_{\text{GMC}}.$ The cloud free-fall collapse time is $\tau_{\text{ff}}\left\lbrack \text{Myr} \right\rbrack = \sqrt{3\pi/32G\rho_{\text{GMC}}} = 8.09/\sqrt{\rho_{\text{GMC}}\left\lbrack {\text{M}_{\odot}\text{pc}^{- \text{3}}} \right\rbrack},$ and the turbulent crossing time is *τ*~cross~ = 2*r*~GMC~/*σ*~GMC~ for a one-dimensional velocity dispersion *σ*~GMC~.

For many of the above quantities describing the properties of GMCs in NGC300, we show the population average as a function of galactic radius in [Extended Data Figure 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

Analysis method and input parameters {#S7}
------------------------------------

We apply the method from Ref. [@R16], where it is described and validated in detail. Here, we briefly summarise the main steps.

### Observables {#S8}

We use the two maps of CO(1-0) and H*α* emission in NGC300 described in [Observational data](#S2){ref-type="sec"}. In each of the maps, we apply C[lumpfind]{.smallcaps}[@R60] to identify emission peaks, on which apertures of a given size are placed to measure the CO-to-H*α* ratio on that size scale. The aperture integration is achieved by convolving the maps with a top-hat kernel representing the aperture. The CO and H*α* fluxes at the positions of the identified peaks are then added and divided to calculate the population-averaged CO-to-H*α* ratio. The above procedure is illustrated in [Extended Data Figure 4](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Video 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The relative change of the CO-to-H*α* ratio *ℬ* as a function of aperture size (*l*~ap~) is thus defined as $$\mathcal{B}\left( l_{\text{ap}} \right) = \frac{\mathcal{F}_{\text{H}\alpha,\text{tot}}}{\mathcal{F}_{\text{CO},\text{tot}}}\frac{\sum_{i}{\mathcal{F}_{\text{CO},i}\left( l_{\text{ap}} \right)}}{\sum_{i}{\mathcal{F}_{\text{H}\alpha,i}\left( l_{\text{ap}} \right)}},$$ where *ℱ*~H*α*,tot~ and *ℱ*~CO,tot~ represent the total H*α* and CO(1-0) fluxes in the maps, and *ℱ*~H*α*,*i*~(*l*~ap~) and *ℱ*~CO,*i*~(*l*~ap~) represent the flux within an aperture of diameter *l*~ap~ around an emission peak *i*. The summations in this equation iterate over the CO peaks for calculating the top branch in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and over the H*α* peaks for calculating the bottom branch. In both cases, overlapping apertures are avoided through Monte-Carlo sampling from the emission peak sample and taking the average over 10^3^ such samples before calculating the ratio in the above equation. See Section 3.2.9 of Ref. [@R16] for further details.

The uncertainties on the measured CO-to-H*α* ratios are calculated as described in detail in Section 3.2.10 of Ref. [@R16]. In summary, these uncertainties account for the noise in the maps and for the fact that the luminosity functions of the molecular clouds and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions are not delta functions, but have a finite width. They also account for the covariance between CO and H*α* emission and are shown as thin error bars in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (right). Finally, the shaded error bars in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (right) additionally account for the covariance between the flux in apertures of different sizes that are placed on the same emission peaks.

### Statistical model {#S9}

To obtain the evolutionary timeline of the molecular clouds and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions, we fit a model to the observed CO-to-H*α* ratios as a function of the aperture size. The model predicts these ratios as a function of the underlying timescales (see [Supplementary Video 2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and is given by the equations $$\mathcal{B}_{\text{H}\alpha}\left( l_{\text{ap}} \right) = \frac{f_{\text{CO}}\left\lbrack {1 + \beta_{\text{CO}}^{- 1}\left( {\frac{t_{\text{CO}}}{t_{\text{fb}}} - 1} \right)} \right\rbrack^{- 1} + \frac{t_{\text{H}\alpha}}{\tau}\left( \frac{l_{\text{ap}}}{\lambda} \right)^{2}}{f_{\text{H}\alpha} + \frac{t_{\text{H}\alpha}}{\tau}\left( \frac{l_{\text{ap}}}{\lambda} \right)^{2}},$$ for apertures placed on H*α* emission peaks and $$\mathcal{B}_{\text{CO}}\left( l_{\text{ap}} \right) = \frac{f_{\text{CO}} + \frac{t_{\text{CO}}}{\tau}\left( \frac{l_{\text{ap}}}{\lambda} \right)^{2}}{f_{\text{H}\alpha}\left\lbrack {1 + \beta_{\text{H}\alpha}^{- 1}\left( {\frac{t_{\text{H}\alpha}}{t_{\text{fb}}} - 1} \right)} \right\rbrack^{- 1} + \frac{t_{\text{CO}}}{\tau}\left( \frac{l_{\text{ap}}}{\lambda} \right)^{2}},$$ for those placed on CO emission peaks. In these equations, *t*~CO~ represents the lifetime of CO-bright regions, *t*~H*α*~ is the lifetime of H*α*-bright regions, *t*~fb~ is the duration for which these coexist, *τ* = *t*~CO~ + *t*~H*α*~ − *t*~fb~ is the total duration of the evolutionary timeline, *λ* is the characteristic separation length between regions, *f*~H*α*~ and *f*~CO~ represent the fraction of the central peak flux contained within an aperture of size *l*~ap~, and *β*~H*α*~ and *β*~CO~ are the mean flux ratio between regions coexisting with the other tracer relative to those that do not. The free parameters of these expressions are *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, and *λ*. The quantities *f*~H*α*~, *f*~CO~, *β*~H*α*~, and *β*~CO~ are functions of these three parameters (see Sections 3.2.9 and 3.2.11 of Ref. [@R16]) and the aperture size *l*~ap~ is specified. Finally, the lifetime of H*α*-bright regions is *t*~H*α*~ = *t*~H*α*,ref~ + *t*~fb~, where *t*~H*α*,ref~ represents the known 'reference timescale' that is used to turn the relative timescales constrained by fitting the above two equations to the observed CO-to-H*α* ratios into absolute timescales. This timescale has been calibrated using synthetic emission maps of H*α* emission from simulated galaxies[@R38], accounting for its dependence on metallicity and the SFR surface density (reflecting how well the stellar IMF has been sampled[@R61], [@R62]). The relation between *t*~H*α*,ref~ and metallicity *Z* is[@R38] $$t_{\text{H}\alpha\text{,ref}} = \left( {4.32 \pm 0.16\ \text{Myr}} \right) \times \left( {Z/Z_{\odot}} \right)^{- 0.086 \pm 0.017},$$ which for the observed metallicity gradient[@R51] in NGC300 results in values between *t*~H*α*,ref~ = 4.53±0.14 and 4.69 ± 0.13 Myr for galactic radii *R* = 0--3 kpc.

The best-fitting model is obtained by carrying out a reduced-*χ*^2^ fit to the observations, which returns a three-dimensional probability distribution function (PDF) of the free parameters. Marginalisation yields the one-dimensional PDFs, which are shown in the top row of [Extended Data Figure 5](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. The uncertainties quoted in the main body of this paper refer to the 16th and 84th percentiles of the PDFs.

### Influence of evolutionary timeline {#S10}

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the best-fitting model together with the observed CO-to-H*α* flux ratio as a function of aperture size for the entire field-of-view of NGC300. The obtained evolutionary timescales are (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Extended Data Figure 5](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) $t_{\text{CO}} = 10.8_{- 1.7}^{+ 2.1}$ Myr and $t_{\text{fb}} = 1.5_{- 0.2}^{+ 0.2}$ Myr. This relatively short GMC lifetime contrasts strongly with earlier reports of lifetimes up to 50--100 Myr in the spiral galaxy M51[@R12]. We therefore repeat the right-hand panel of [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in [Extended Data Figure 6](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and demonstrate how a long GMC lifetime of *t*~CO~ = 50 Myr would change the model fit. To this end, two additional models are included. In the first, the GMC lifetime is extended, but the feedback timescale during which GMCs coexist with H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions is kept fixed (*t*~CO~ = 50 Myr and *t*~fb~ = 1.5 Myr). In the second, the GMC lifetime is extended by increasing the time for which GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions coexist (*t*~CO~ = 50 Myr and *t*~fb~ = 40.7 Myr). These alternative models represent two extremes and show that long GMC lifetimes are fundamentally incompatible with the observed CO-to-H*α* ratios in NGC300. In the first alternative model, the dissimilarity between *t*~CO~ and *t*~H*α*~ would require a strong vertical asymmetry of the model curves, which is not observed. In the second alternative model, the long timescale over which CO and H*α* coexist would imply a negligible deviation from the galactic average CO-to-H*α* flux ratio at all size scales. This is not observed either. [Extended Data Figure 6](#F9){ref-type="fig"} thus illustrates how the model fit in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} constrains the GMC lifecycle (also see [Supplementary Video 2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The difference in GMC lifetimes between NGC300 and M51 may either be physical in nature or result from differences in experiment design (see [Relation to other work](#S22){ref-type="sec"}).

### Derived quantities {#S11}

From the free parameters *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, and *λ*, we derive three additional physical quantities, of which the PDFs are obtained through Monte-Carlo error propagation (see the bottom row of [Extended Data Figure 5](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These derived quantities are the total SFE, i.e. the fraction of the molecular cloud mass converted into stars $$\epsilon_{\text{sf}} = \frac{t_{\text{CO}}}{t_{\text{dep}}},$$ the mass loading factor, i.e. the time-averaged mass outflow rate in units of the SFR $$\eta_{\text{fb}} = \frac{1 - \epsilon_{\text{sf}}}{\epsilon_{\text{sf}}},$$ and the feedback outflow velocity $$\upsilon_{\text{fb}} = \frac{r_{\text{CO}}}{t_{\text{fb}}}.$$ In these equations, *t*~dep~ is the gas depletion time, defined as the ratio between the total molecular gas mass and the total SFR, and *r*~CO~ is the mean radius of the CO emission peaks, which is defined as the dispersion of a two-dimensional Gaussian emission peak[@R16]. We calculate the feedback velocity using the CO peak radius, which is motivated by the fact that a displacement of residual gas by this amount (either kinematically or by a phase change) is sufficient for it to be decoupled from the young stellar population in the context of our statistical method[@R63]. Due to their dependence on *t*~dep~, the quantities *ϵ*~sf~ and *η*~fb~ are sensitive to absolute scaling factors of the gas mass and SFR, such as the CO-to-H~2~ and H*α*-to-SFR conversion factors.

### Diffuse emission filtering {#S12}

Finally, we remove diffuse emission from the input maps on size scales \> 10*λ* by using a high-pass Gaussian filter in Fourier space[@R63]. This is necessary, because the adopted method assumes that all emission comes from independent regions taking part in an evolutionary lifecycle. Diffuse emission from size scales much larger than the region separation length violates that assumption. After removing the diffuse emission, we also apply a noise mask with a threshold at twice the r.m.s. noise level. The entire analysis is then repeated on the filtered maps until convergence is reached. This typically happens after a single iteration, but four are carried out to guarantee convergence. At the end of the analysis, the CO map is unaffected and the H*α* map has had 33% of the emission removed. The filtered map is then scaled up to add the diffuse emission to the concentrated emission regions. This assumes that the diffuse H*α* originally emerged from H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions and that the amount of flux escaping an H[ii]{.smallcaps} region is proportional to its observed flux. If the first of these assumptions is inaccurate, the presented values of *ϵ*~sf~ and *η*~fb~ should be corrected by factors of 0.67 and 1.5, respectively. As before, the inferred values of *t*~CO~, *t*~fb~, *λ*, and *v*~fb~ are unaffected by this constant scaling. Finally, we emphasise that the conclusions of this work are not sensitive to the filtering of the diffuse H*α* emission, as its quantitative effect on the inferred quantities ranges from 7--37%. This is considerably smaller than the change needed to affect the physical interpretation of the measurements (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

### Code {#S13}

The above analysis is automated in the H[eisenberg]{.smallcaps} code and is performed using the default input parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 of Ref. [@R16]. The only exceptions are the following quantities. We adopt a distance, inclination angle, position angle, and coordinates of the galactic centre as listed in [Structural Parameters](#S5){ref-type="sec"} above. The aperture sizes range from a spatial resolution *l*~ap~ = 20 to 2560 pc in steps of a factor of $\sqrt{2}.$ The emission peaks on which the apertures are placed are identified over a flux range of 2.0 dex below the brightest peak in each map, using flux contours at intervals of 0.5 dex to separate adjacent peaks. Finally, across the range of galactic radii *R* = 0--3 kpc, we perform our measurements in radial bins of width Δ*R* = 1 and 1.5 kpc, centred on multiples of *R* = 0.5 and 0.75 kpc, respectively, as well as over the entire radial range (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

All results of the above analysis are shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, we provide a comprehensive summary of the results in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

Assumptions and criteria for reliable applications {#S14}
--------------------------------------------------

The analysis method has been tested systematically through thousands of applications on simulated or synthetic galaxy maps[@R16], [@R38], [@R63]. This has resulted in a set of quantitative requirements for reliable applications, all of which are satisfied by the observations of NGC300 used in this work.

The pair of maps used should contain tracers that are connected by a Lagrangian evolutionary process[@R16], i.e. an emission peak in one of the maps should eventually evolve into an emission peak in the other. It is well established that star formation (traced by H*α*) is strongly correlated with molecular gas (traced by CO) on galactic scales[@R9], [@R64], [@R65]. This is widely interpreted such that molecular clouds form stars[@R5]. The only exception could be presented by CO or H*α* emission residing in a diffuse form[@R66]. However, the molecular gas map contains negligible diffuse emission, and the little (33%) diffuse emission present in the H*α* map is removed by our filtering method (see above). As a result, the assumption of an evolutionary connection between CO clouds and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions is reasonable.

Any systematic astrometric offsets Δ between the maps should be less than one third of the resolution or emission peak size[@R63], i.e. $\Delta \leq 2\sqrt{2\text{ln}2/3} \times \text{min}\ \left\{ {r_{\text{H}\alpha,}\left. r_{CO} \right\} \approx 1^{''},} \right.$ where *r*~H*α*~ and *r*~CO~ represent the standard deviations of Gaussian peaks of H*α* and CO emission, respectively. Ensuring a shared astrometry between H*α* and CO maps is challenging, because these do not have any point sources in common. However, we have visually checked for systematic offsets between compact H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions and CO clumps on the pixel scale (0.4″). While small (\~1″) offsets exist in most of these cases, these are likely physical in nature, because they do not share a common direction. In addition, the H*α* astrometry has been verified against the USNO-B1.0 stellar astrometric catalogue. Again, no offsets in excess of the pixel size were found.

The sensitivity of the maps should be sufficient to obtain a near-complete census of the (luminosity-weighted) GMC and H[ii]{.smallcaps} region population. As discussed in [Observational data](#S2){ref-type="sec"}, this is comfortably achieved by the adopted observations, which detect all GMCs down to 5600 M~⊙~ and individual H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions down to stellar masses of 200 M~⊙~.

In order to translate the inferred relative timescales to an absolute evolutionary timeline, one of the timescales must be known, so that it can act as a reference timescale. As discussed in [Analysis method and input parameters](#S7){ref-type="sec"}, this is satisfied by the H*α* timescale[@R38], which we fix using its dependence on metallicity given in [equation 4](#FD4){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The method returns reliable measurements free of major biases or large uncertainties as long as a sufficient number (*≥* 35) of emission peaks is identified in both maps[@R16]. We adopt a conservative limit to minimise the statistical uncertainties and omit any radial bins for which *N*~peak,H*α*~ \< 50 or *N*~peak,CO~ \< 50. This occurs only for the galactic radius interval *R* = {0, 1} kpc, after which we are left with *N*~peak,H*α*~ ≥ 62 and *N*~peak,CO~ *≥* 65 for all fields-of-view listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

The CO-to-H*α* flux ratio diagram ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right) should reach sufficiently large aperture sizes to converge to the galactic average. Otherwise, the obtained timescales may be biased[@R16]. To within 1*σ*, the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio in units of the galactic average is consistent with unity at the maximum aperture size (*l*~ap,max~ = 2560 pc) for all measurements performed in this work.

The most reliable measurements are obtained when the emission lifetimes of gas and young stars are similar[@R16]. Quantitatively, we require \| log~10~ (*t*~H*α*~/*t*~CO~)\| ≤ 1. This is comfortably achieved across all of our measurements, which fall in the range \| log~10~ (*t*~H*α*~/*t*~CO~)\| = 0.18--0.47, implying that *t*~H*α*~ and *t*~CO~ always fall within a factor of 3 of each other.

When the feedback timescale (i.e. the time for which emission from CO and H*α* coexists) is close to zero or to the total duration of the evolutionary timeline, the method can only provide upper or lower limits, respectively[@R16]. Quantitatively, we require 0.05 \< *t*~fb~/*τ* \< 0.95 for obtaining an absolute measurement. Across all measurements at native (20 pc) resolution, we have min (*t*~fb~/*τ*) = 0.07 and max (*t*~fb~/*τ*) = 0.11. When including the degraded resolution experiments of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, instead we have max (*t*~fb~/*τ*) = 0.30. All of these deviate from zero or unity by a sufficient amount to provide a reliable measurement of the feedback timescale.

As demonstrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and previously found for simulated galaxy maps[@R16], the spatial resolution of the maps needs to be high enough to resolve the region separation length by a factor of *N*~res~ = 1--2, such that *λ* ≥ *N*~res~*l*~ap,min~/ cos *i*. This is achieved across all measurements, as the smallest obtained separation length is $\text{min}\left( \lambda \right) = 96_{- 20}^{+ 26}\ \text{pc}$ and *N*~res~*l*~ap,min~/cos *i* ≈ 54 pc for *N*~res~ = 2, *l*~ap,min~ = 20 pc, and *i* = 42°.

To avoid any spatial blending between emission peaks or the presence of considerable diffuse emission, the average region filling factors *ζ* ≡ 2*r*/*λ* of the CO and H*α* peaks should satisfy max (*ζ*~H*α*~, *ζ*~CO~) \< 0.5. At the native (20 pc) resolution of the maps, this requirement is satisfied with $\text{max}\left( \varsigma_{\text{H}\alpha} \right) = 0.31_{- 0.05}^{+ 0.07}$ and $\text{max}\left( \varsigma_{\text{CO}} \right) = 0.30_{- 0.04}^{+ 0.05}$ across both the entire field-of-view and all radial bins. Also visually, no significant blending of emission peaks is noticeable at the native resolution.

Consistency tests {#S15}
-----------------

We now discuss two choices made during the analysis and how these might influence the results. We also verify that the sensitivity limits and completeness are consistent between both maps.

As explained in [Analysis method and input parameters](#S7){ref-type="sec"}, we use the publicly available code C[lumpfind]{.smallcaps}[@R60] to identify emission peaks. In short, C[lumpfind]{.smallcaps} loops over a predefined set of flux levels, starting at the highest level, and identifies closed contours at each level. The pixel with the highest flux value within the closed contour is taken to represent the peak position. If this position has not previously been identified (i.e. it is absent at higher flux levels), it is saved as a new emission peak, provided that it is detected at ≥ 5*σ*. The choice of flux levels to use in this operation is important, and we carried out a number of tests to verify that the presented results are insensitive to this choice.

The flux levels are defined in logarithmic space by a total range (2.0 dex) and an interval between the levels (0.5 dex). Firstly, we carried out a visual inspection and found that this choice of parameters successfully identifies all obvious emission peaks (see [Extended Data Figure 4](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Secondly, we varied the parameters defining the flux levels, in the range 1−2 dex for the total range and 0.25−1 dex for the interval, to verify how this affects the quantities measured during the analysis. With the exception of cases for which a visual inspection clearly shows that obvious emission peaks are missed, these experiments give results that are consistent with the numbers in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} to within the uncertainties, or \~30%, whichever is largest (also see Ref. [@R16]). The peak identification does not need to be complete, but should recover a representative fraction of the total population of emission peaks. This flexible requirement arises, because [equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"} defines how a relative quantity (i.e. the average CO-to-H*α* flux ratio) of emission peaks changes relative to the galactic average, rather than calculating how an absolute quantity (e.g. the total CO flux in peaks) compares to a galaxy's integrated CO luminosity.

The second important choice is that we calibrate the absolute timeline using a reference timescale given by [equation 4](#FD4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, without accounting for any effects due to the possibly sparse sampling of the stellar IMF. If H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions in NGC300 host on average only few high-mass stars, that would effectively require a shorter reference timescale. We define a characteristic mass scale[@R38] $$M_{\text{ref}} = \pi\left( \frac{\lambda}{2} \right)^{2}\tau\Sigma_{\text{SFR}},$$ where Σ~SFR~ is the SFR surface density. This characteristic mass scale is related (but not equal) to the average stellar mass powering H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions. By applying stellar population synthesis models that account for IMF sampling to simulated galaxy maps[@R38], we found that *t*~H*α*,ref~ falls within \< 20% of its value for a perfectly sampled IMF if *M*~ref~ ≥ 300 M~⊙~. For the numbers in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we find *M*~ref~ = 300−500 M~⊙~, implying that the adopted H*α* reference timescales are not significantly affected by any sparse sampling of the stellar IMF.

Thirdly, the results obtained through our analysis are the most straightforward to interpret when the populations of GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions have similar completeness in a Lagrangian evolutionary sense, i.e. the lowest-mass GMC that is typically detected would evolve into the faintest H[ii]{.smallcaps} region that is typically observed. The 5*σ* point source sensitivity limit of the CO map corresponds to 5600 M~⊙~ (see [Observational data](#S2){ref-type="sec"}), which in combination with the observed SFEs in the range *𝜖*~sf~ = 2.2−2.8% would translate to a minimum H[ii]{.smallcaps} region mass of 120−160 M~⊙~. The 5*σ* sensitivity limit of the H*α* map used here translates to an instantaneously formed stellar mass of 200 M~⊙~ at an age of 5 Myr (see [Observational data](#S2){ref-type="sec"}), which provides a reasonable match to the above minimum H[ii]{.smallcaps} region mass.

Fourthly, we test whether the measured region separation length is consistent with the observed radii of the H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions and GMCs in NGC300. Our results imply feedback-regulated star formation, such that feedback-heated gas breaks out of the disc when reaching the scale height and the midplane ISM is compressed at a similar distance from the H[ii]{.smallcaps} region. In turn, this would set the separation length equal to the sum of the H[ii]{.smallcaps} region radius and the GMC radius. However, the H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions fade with time and GMCs are likely not traced by CO across their entire extent in the low-metallicity environment of NGC300[@R31]. This implies that the sum of the H[ii]{.smallcaps} region radius and the CO cloud radius should be smaller than the region separation length. Indeed, we find that $1.91\left( {r_{\text{H}\alpha} + r_{\text{CO}}} \right)/\text{λ} = 0.56_{- 0.05}^{+ 0.07} < 1$ (where the factor of 1.91 converts the Gaussian dispersion radii to full radii, see [Cloud-scale quantities](#S6){ref-type="sec"}), showing that the region separation length satisfies the lower limit imposed by the sum of the radii of GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions.

Finally, we verify that the measured region separation length is consistent with the nearest neighbour distances of the emission peaks identified in the H*α* and CO maps. The separation length represents the mean geometric distance between regions in the vicinity of identified peaks, which for a local number surface density Σ~reg,loc~ is $\lambda = {2/{\sqrt{\pi\sum_{\text{reg},\text{loc}}}.}}$ In the case of complete spatial randomness, the probability distribution function of the nearest neighbour distance *r*~n~ is given by $$\frac{\text{d}p}{\text{d}r_{\text{n}}} = 2\pi r_{\text{n}}{\sum_{\text{reg},\text{loc}}\text{e}^{- \pi r_{\text{n}}^{2}\sum_{\text{reg},\text{loc}}}},$$ which integrates to an expectation value of $\left\langle r_{\text{n}} \right\rangle/\sqrt{\pi}\text{λ}/4 \approx 0.443\text{λ}.$ We measure $\lambda = 104_{- 18}^{+ 22}\;\text{pc}$ (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), implying that $\left\langle r_{\text{n}} \right\rangle_{\text{min}} = 46_{- 8}^{+ 10}\;\text{pc}.$ This is a lower limit to the typical nearest neighbour distance of the identified emission peaks, because *λ* is derived from the (complete) information provided by the spatially resolved CO-to-H*α* ratio. The sample of identified peaks is incomplete by definition, resulting in a larger nearest neighbour distance than implied by *λ*.

An upper limit to the typical nearest neighbour distance of the identified emission peaks is obtained by calculating the mean geometric distance between peaks across the entire observed field of view. This sets an upper limit to *λ* (and thus the nearest neighbour distance), because it assumes the regions are randomly distributed throughout the entire galaxy and neglects galaxy-scale spatial substructure such as (flocculent) spiral arms or any other clustering of the regions. We identify a total of 455 emission peaks across the H*α* and CO maps. A fraction *t*~fb~/*τ* ≈ 0.11 of these are expected to correspond to the same regions, resulting in an effective number of *N*~reg~ = 430 identified regions. The inclination-corrected field of view has an area of *A* = 19.6 kpc^2^, implying a mean geometric distance of $\lambda_{\text{geo}} = 2\sqrt{A/{\pi N_{\text{reg}}}} = 241\ \text{pc}$ and a corresponding upper limit to the nearest neighbour distance of 〈*r*~n~〉~max~ = 107 pc. [Extended Data Figure 7](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows the probability distribution of nearest neighbour distances of the identified peaks, demonstrating that the median and mean *r*~n~ are indeed enclosed by the upper and lower limits derived above. This means that the nearest neighbour distances of the identified emission peaks are consistent with the measured region separation lengths.

Theoretical predictions and interpretation {#S16}
------------------------------------------

In [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the derived cloud lifetimes, feedback timescales, region separation lengths, and feedback velocities to theoretical predictions for various physical mechanisms. These predictions are based on the observed properties of NGC300 and its GMC population listed in [Structural parameters](#S5){ref-type="sec"} and [Cloud-scale quantities](#S6){ref-type="sec"}. Here we list and briefly discuss the expressions used.

### Cloud lifetime {#S17}

The measured cloud lifetimes are compared to the GMC crossing time and its gravitational free-fall time. Both of these timescales are defined in [Cloud-scale quantities](#S6){ref-type="sec"} above. In addition to these characteristic timescales, cloud destruction can potentially be driven by galactic dynamical processes, either through dynamical dispersal or by dynamically-induced star formation and subsequent stellar feedback. We use the analytical expressions from Ref. [@R19] to derive the timescales associated with GMC destruction by epicyclic perturbations[@R19], cloud-cloud collisions[@R20], mid-plane free-fall[@R67], and galactic shear[@R68]. For the range of galactic radii in NGC300 spanned by our observations, the resulting timescales are all larger than 40 Myr. This is well in excess of the longest inferred GMC lifetime $(t_{\text{CO}} = 18.3_{- 4.4}^{+ 3.9}\ \text{Myr},$ see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and shows that the GMCs in NGC300 evolve in a way that is decoupled from the large-scale galactic dynamics. Most likely, this insensitivity to galactic dynamics results from the low (molecular) gas surface density in NGC300 and does not hold universally in other galaxies (see [Relation to other work](#S22){ref-type="sec"}).

### Feedback timescale {#S18}

The measured feedback timescales are compared to the supernova timescale, the photoionisation timescale, the stellar wind timescale, and the radiation pressure timescale. These are defined as follows.

The key time-limiting factor for GMC destruction by supernovae is the supernova delay time. Supernova feedback does not start acting until at least 3 Myr after the stars formed[@R69], which is well after the typical feedback timescales of *t*~fb~ = 1.4−1.8 Myr measured here. This shows that supernovae are not responsible for GMC dispersal in NGC300.

The timescale for GMC dispersal by photoionisation is obtained by equating the measured GMC radii to the radius evolution of the ionisation shock[@R70], [@R71] and solving for the time. This yields $$t_{\text{phot}} = \frac{4}{7}\left( \frac{3}{4} \right)^{1/2}\frac{r_{\text{S}}}{c_{\text{s}}}\left\lbrack {\left( \frac{r_{\text{stdev}}}{r_{\text{S}}} \right)^{7/4} - 1} \right\rbrack,$$ where *r*~stdev~ = *r*~GMC~/1.91 is the adopted GMC radius, defined as the standard deviation of a Gaussian emission peak in order to match the definition of *r*~CO~ in [equation 7](#FD7){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This definition is also consistent with the finding that a displacement of one standard deviation is sufficient for our method to consider two emission peaks as independent[@R63]. The Strömgen radius *r*~S~ is given by $$r_{\text{S}} = \left( {\frac{3m_{\text{H}}^{2}}{4\pi\alpha_{B}X_{\text{H}}^{2}}\frac{{\overset{˙}{N}}_{\text{LyC}}}{\rho_{\text{GMC}}^{2}}} \right)^{1/3},$$ where ${{\overset{˙}{N}}_{\text{LyC}}/\text{s}^{- 1}} = 10^{46.5}({M_{\text{H}\texttt{II}}/\text{M}_{\odot}})$ is the Lyman continuum photon emission rate[@R69] for an H[ii]{.smallcaps} region powered by a stellar mass *M*~H[ii]{.smallcaps}~, *m*~H~ = 1.7 × 10^−27^ kg is the mass of the hydrogen atom, *α*~B~ = 2.56 × 10^−19^ m^3^ s^−1^ × (*T*/10^4^ K)^−0.83^ is the case-B recombination rate[@R72] with *T* the electron temperature, and *X*~H~ = 0.7 is the hydrogen mass fraction. The sound speed in ionised gas *c*~s~ is given by $$c_{\text{s}} = \left( \frac{k_{\text{B}}T}{\mu m_{\text{H}}} \right)^{1/2},$$ where *k*~B~ = 1.381 × 10^−23^ m^2^ kg s^−2^ K^−1^ is the Boltzmann constant and *µ* = 0.62 is the mean molecular weight in ionised gas.

Likewise, the timescale for GMC dispersal by stellar winds follows from equating the measured GMC radii to the radius evolution of an energy-driven wind shock[@R73] and rearranging: $$t_{\text{wind}} = \left( {\frac{154\pi}{125}\frac{\rho_{\text{GMC}}}{L_{\text{w}}}} \right)^{1/3}r_{\text{stdev}}^{5/3},$$ where *L*~w~/J s^−1^ = 10^27^ × (*M*~H[ii]{.smallcaps}~/M~⊙~) is the mechanical luminosity of the wind[@R69] driven by a stellar mass *M*~H[ii]{.smallcaps}~. The cooling time of the hot bubble is[@R74] $$\frac{t_{\text{cool}}}{\text{Myr}} = 2.9\left( \frac{Z}{0.5\ \text{Z}_{\odot}} \right)^{{- 35}/22}\left( \frac{L_{\text{wind}}}{10^{30}\ \text{J}\ \text{s}^{- 1}} \right)^{3/11}\left( \frac{\rho_{\text{GMC}}}{20\ \text{cm}^{- 3}} \right)^{{- 8}/11},$$ with *Z* the metallicity. This expression has been scaled to units appropriate for GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions in NGC300 and provides a cooling time longer than the measured feedback timescale (*t*~fb~ = 1.4−1.8 Myr). This means that the energy-driven regime described by [equation 13](#FD13){ref-type="disp-formula"} is appropriate for comparing to the theoretical prediction of stellar wind-driven GMC dispersal.

The timescale for GMC dispersal by radiation pressure is obtained by solving the momentum equation for the radiation pressure force *F*~rad~ = (1 + *τ*~IR~)*L*~bol~/*c* within a GMC of constant volume density. Here, *L*~bol~/J s^−1^ = 10^29.5^ × (*M*~H[ii]{.smallcaps}~/M~⊙~) is the bolometric luminosity of a \[M/H\] = −0.5 dex stellar population[@R69], *c* = 2.998 × 10^8^ m s^−1^ is the speed of light, and *τ*~IR~ is the infrared optical depth. When solving the time evolution of a radiation pressure-driven shell, the key question is whether the GMC is optically thick (*τ*~IR~ \> 1) or thin (*τ*~IR~ \< 1) to infrared radiation. We write *τ*~IR~ = *ϕ*~tr~*κ*~R~Σ~GMC~, where *ϕ*~tr~ is the fraction of infrared radiation that is trapped at an optical depth $\tau_{\text{IR}} = 1,\kappa_{\text{R}} = \kappa_{0}T_{\text{GMC}}^{2}$ is the Rosseland mean opacity[@R75] (valid for *T*~GMC~ \< 200 K), with *κ*~0~ = 2.4 × 10^−5^ m^2^ kg^−1^ K^−2^ a proportionality constant and *T*~GMC~ the GMC temperature, and Σ~GMC~ is the GMC surface density. Scaling to *T*~GMC~ = 20 K, an infrared radiation trapping fraction of *ϕ*~tr~ = 0.2 found in numerical simulations[@R76], and the mean GMC surface density in NGC300 (see [Extended Data Figure 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), we obtain $$\tau_{\text{IR}} = 5.2 \times 10^{- 5}\left( \frac{\phi_{\text{tr}}}{0.2} \right)\ \left( \frac{T_{\text{GMC}}}{20\mspace{2mu}\text{K}} \right)^{2}\ \left( \frac{\sum_{\text{GMC}}}{13\text{M}_{\odot}\mspace{2mu}\text{pc}^{- 2}} \right),$$ which clearly shows that GMCs in NGC300 are optically thin to infrared radiation. Even if all radiation were trapped at *τ*~IR~ = 1 (i.e. *ϕ*~tr~ = 1) and the GMCs had temperatures of *T*~GMC~ = 200 K, the optical depth would still be *τ*~IR~ = 0.03 ≪ 1. The low optical depth of GMCs in NGC300 allows us to write *F*~rad~ = *L*~bol~/*c*, and the solution of the momentum equation becomes $$t_{\text{rad}} = \left( {\frac{2\pi c}{3}\frac{\rho_{\text{GMC}}}{L_{\text{bol}}}} \right)^{1/2}r_{\text{stdev}}^{2}.$$

All of the timescales in equations [10](#FD10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [13](#FD13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [16](#FD16){ref-type="disp-formula"} require the mass of the stellar population powering the H[ii]{.smallcaps} region *M*~H[ii]{.smallcaps}~ to set the Lyman continuum photon emission rate, the mechanical luminosity of the wind, or the bolometric luminosity. We derive this mass self-consistently using the observed gas surface density, the measured region separation length, and the inferred SFE, by writing $$M_{\text{H}\texttt{II}} = \pi\left( \frac{\lambda}{2} \right)^{2}\epsilon_{\text{sf}}\Sigma_{\text{gas}}.$$

Finally, these predicted feedback timescales do not consider energy losses due to turbulent mixing or the porosity of the surrounding interstellar medium. These effects decrease the efficiency of feedback[@R77], [@R78] and thus may increase the timescale over which feedback disrupts the parent GMC.

### Region separation length {#S19}

The measured region separation lengths are compared to the Toomre length and the gas disc scale height. These are defined as follows.

The Toomre length[@R79] describes the largest scale in a differentially rotating disc that can undergo gravitational collapse against centrifugal forces and is given by $$l_{\text{T}} = \frac{4\pi^{2}G\Sigma_{\text{gas}}}{\kappa^{2}},$$ where *G* = 6.674 m^3^ kg^−1^ s^−2^ is the gravitational constant, Σ~gas~ is the gas surface density, and *κ* is the epicyclic frequency, which is defined as $$\kappa = \frac{v_{\text{c}}}{R}\left( {1 + \frac{\text{d}\mspace{2mu}\text{ln}\mspace{2mu} v_{\text{c}}}{\text{d}\mspace{2mu}\text{ln}\mspace{2mu} R}} \right)^{1/2},$$ with *v*~c~ the circular velocity. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the Toomre length does not match the observed region separation length. This is not surprising, because the disc is stable against global gravitational collapse (*Q* \> 1, see [Extended Data Figure 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and thus the Toomre length is unlikely to set the separation length of independent star-forming regions.

The gas disc scale height is obtained from the observed surface densities and velocity dispersions by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. It is given by $$h_{\text{gas}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{gas}}^{2}}{\pi G\phi_{P}\sum_{\text{gas}}},$$ where *σ*~gas~ is the gas velocity dispersion (assumed to correspond to H[i]{.smallcaps}, because the interstellar medium of NGC300 is dominated by atomic gas) and *ϕ~P~* is a quantity reflecting the influence of the stellar gravitational potential. It is given by $$\phi_{P} = 1 + \frac{\sum_{\star}}{\sum_{\text{gas}}}\frac{\sigma_{\text{gas}}}{\sigma_{\star}},$$ where Σ~⋆~ is the stellar surface density and *σ*~⋆~ is the stellar velocity dispersion. Because the latter has not been measured directly for NGC300, we derive it from the stellar scale height *h*~⋆~ (see [Structural parameters](#S5){ref-type="sec"}) and stellar surface density as $$\sigma_{\star} = 2^{1/4}\left( {\pi Gh_{\star}\sum_{\star}} \right)^{1/2}.$$

### Feedback velocity {#S20}

The measured feedback outflow velocity is compared to the sound speed in ionised gas, the ionisation front velocity, the stellar wind shock velocity, and the radiation pressure-driven shell velocity. The sound speed in ionised gas follows directly from the temperature *T* and the mean molecular weight *µ* as in [equation 12](#FD12){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The ionisation front velocity, stellar wind shock velocity, and radiation pressure-driven shell velocity are all derived from their corresponding timescales in [equations 10](#FD10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [13](#FD13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, or [16](#FD16){ref-type="disp-formula"} as $$v_{\text{shell}} = \frac{r_{\text{stdev}}}{t_{\text{shell}}},$$ where *v*~shell~ represents the predicted feedback outflow velocity due to any of these three mechanisms and *t*~shell~ refers to the corresponding timescale from [equations 10](#FD10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [13](#FD13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, or [16](#FD16){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

### GMC dispersal by stellar feedback {#S21}

The short measured feedback timescale (\~ 1.5 Myr or 10−15% of the total GMC lifetime) strongly suggests that stellar feedback drives GMC dispersal in NGC300. Otherwise, another physical mechanism would need to conspire such that GMCs are always dispersed briefly after the appearance of massive stars. In principle, GMCs may also disperse dynamically, with or without forming (massive) stars, and then re-form. Within our framework, GMC dispersal without any associated (H*α*-emitting) star formation and the subsequent (re-)formation of a GMC would take place in a single 'lifecycle', because H*α* emission is used to calibrate the evolutionary timeline. This means that our interpretation does not assume that every CO peak will evolve into an H*α* peak, but it does assume that each H*α* peak emerged from a CO peak. As a result, we measure the cumulative time spent as a CO-bright region for each H*α*-bright region that forms. Any time before GMC dispersal without an associated H[ii]{.smallcaps} region would thus be added onto the next GMC's lifetime. Our measurements show that this rarely happens, because GMCs are found to live for approximately one turbulent crossing time prior to forming massive stars, whereas the combination of GMC dispersal by dynamics, their subsequent (re-)formation, and their final evolution towards (massive) star formation would require multiple crossing times.

At face value, GMC dispersal by feedback seems at odds with the high virial ratios of GMCs in NGC300 (see [Extended Data Figure 3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). However, recent work has shown that GMCs often appear supervirial due to confinement by external pressure[@R81]. The low molecular gas fraction of NGC300 implies that the hydrostatic balance of the GMCs is governed by external forces[@R82]. This means that the total force balance is closer to equilibrium than suggested by the direct measurement of the virial ratio. Even if the GMCs are not self-gravitating globally, their substructured nature enables dense clumps within them to undergo local gravitational collapse[@R83]--[@R86], which in turn induces star formation and stellar feedback. This implies that the GMCs do not need to be bound, nor do they need to be globally collapsing, in order to go through an evolutionary cycle of star formation and feedback-driven dispersal. The measured feedback timescale of 1.5 Myr is much shorter than a GMC crossing time; it would require a considerable coincidence to synchronise the time needed for dense clump and massive star formation to match the time needed for dynamical GMC dispersal. This is supported further by the match between the region separation length and the gas disc scale height, which is indicative of feedback-driven blowout. Finally, we note that our results do not require the complete destruction of GMCs by feedback, but merely their dispersal relative to the resulting H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions. In summary, our results suggest an interpretation in which the GMCs in NGC300 are dynamical, transient features embedded in a lower-density gas flow, which are dispersed by feedback from massive stars that formed in gravitationally-collapsing, dense clumps within the GMC.

Without additional information, our analysis does not distinguish between feedback-driven GMC destruction due to a phase transition or due to kinetic dispersal. In the former case, the feedback timescale refers to the time needed to photodissociate or ionise the region. In the latter case, the mass that constituted the GMC remains molecular, but is separated from the young stellar population by feedback-driven motion. In this case, the GMC is likely to break up, such that it no longer corresponds to a single entity. In the context of our analysis method, the descendant(s) of the GMC then represent new GMCs at the beginning of the evolutionary timeline.

Relation to other work {#S22}
----------------------

### Analysis method {#S23}

During the past four decades, attempts to characterise the cloud lifecycle have followed a wide variety of approaches[@R12]--[@R14], [@R87]--[@R99]. These pioneering works have led to contrasting results, finding GMC lifetimes from 1 to 100 Myr. Each of these studies presented important advances in our understanding of the cloud lifecycle, but collectively they faced a number of key shortcomings. Firstly, previous works exhibit major differences in experiment design. Some studies count objects of different classes to statistically infer their lifetimes[@R92], [@R97], whereas others follow progressions along evolutionary streamlines with known streaming velocities and look for changes in properties along these streamlines[@R12], [@R90], [@R95], [@R96]. Some studies equate the GMC lifetime to the age (spread) of associated young stellar populations and thus exclude any 'inert' phase of the GMC preceding massive star formation[@R13], [@R14], [@R89], [@R100], whereas others consider the lifetimes of H~2~ molecules rather than those of GMCs[@R12], [@R87]. Secondly, several of these studies were hampered by differing, subjective classifications of objects (e.g. the definitions of GMCs and H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions). Especially for the studies relying on statistical inference, the definition of these classes of objects directly sets the derived evolutionary timescales. Due to the hierarchical structure of the interstellar medium and young stellar populations[@R101], it is not clear how the necessary classes of objects are best defined. Perhaps most crucially, none of these studies offered a unifying framework for translating these timescales to the underlying physics of cloud-scale star formation and feedback. As a result, these measurements have not enabled a predictive theory for explaining galaxy growth from a bottom-up perspective, in terms of the lifecycle of its building blocks.

The method adopted here[@R16] provides a self-consistent physical and statistical framework for characterising the lifecycle of molecular clouds and star-forming regions. It adopts a Lagrangian perspective of following mass elements that reside on an evolutionary timeline independently of their neighbours. The method itself is agnostic about the definition of these 'independent regions'; their separation is defined by the separation length *λ*, below which the CO-to-H*α* ratio significantly deviates from the galactic average. This approach improves on previous methods by not relying on subjective classifications of 'molecular clouds' or 'H[ii]{.smallcaps} regions' in various evolutionary phases or requiring the idealised situation of evolutionary streamlines with a common zero point at which star formation is initiated. While classification-based methods have needed to resolve GMCs (\~20 pc) to distinguish their evolutionary phase, our method only requires their separation (100−150 pc in NGC300) to be resolved, greatly increasing the distance scale over which it can be applied. Even within the single galaxy NGC300, we report the environmental variation of GMC lifetimes, indicating that at least part of the 1−100 Myr range found in previous work might be physical in nature. Future applications of the methodology adopted here will systematically test this prediction.

### The physical meaning of the region separation length {#S24}

The de-correlation of CO and H*α* emission on spatial scales smaller than the region separation length *λ* implies the existence of a characteristic size scale that defines the structure of the interstellar medium and possibly galaxies at large. It is a key question how this characteristic size scale is consistent with the traditional concept of a 'scale-free' interstellar medium[@R6], [@R102]--[@R104]. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that *λ* closely matches the gas disc scale height. In the context of excursion-set models of the scale-free interstellar medium[@R104], this corresponds to the 'first crossing' scale, i.e. the largest scale at which structures become self-gravitating. As such, the region separation length likely defines the upper bound on the range of scales across which the interstellar medium is scale-free. It may plausibly also correspond to the turbulence driving scale, which is thought to be similar to the disc scale height[@R105]. Future kinematic studies of the CO emission in NGC300 will be able to test this prediction, by identifying characteristic length scales in the velocity power spectrum[@R106] and comparing these to the measured region separation lengths.

### Spatial scale dependence of star formation relation {#S25}

This work appears at a time when the theoretical star formation community is increasingly tackling the dependence of the relation between gas and star formation on time[@R15], [@R107]--[@R110] and spatial scales[@R67], [@R111]--[@R113]. The discussion is moving away from the static picture imposed by the galaxy-scale relation between molecular gas and star formation, and instead aims to express the underlying processes in terms of mass flows[@R16], [@R114]. The vigorous evolutionary cycling observed in NGC300 demonstrates that these theoretical efforts are moving towards a formalism that more closely matches the star formation process seen in nature. Our results imply that the cloud-scale star formation process sets in at a gas-dominated stage (with high gas surface densities and low SFR surface densities), cycling through a phase during which the star formation activity increases, after which the parent GMC is disrupted and the region ends up being dominated by young stars (at a high SFR surface density and a low gas surface density). The SFR naturally increases with time during this process[@R115], until the gas is expelled. This means that individual GMCs or star-forming regions are moving in the plane spanned by the gas mass (surface density) and SFR (surface density) (see [Extended Data Figure 8](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The tight correlation between these quantities observed on galaxy-wide scales[@R116]--[@R118] only arises when averaging over a large population of independent regions undergoing this evolutionary lifecycle.[@R15], [@R17] As demonstrated in this work, it is therefore not necessarily the slope of the gas mass-SFR relation, but more prominently its scatter on sub-kpc scales that encodes the underlying physics driving the lifecycle of GMCs and star-forming regions.

### Environmental dependence of the GMC lifecycle {#S26}

These results also reinforce the theoretical expectation that the GMC lifecycle is environmentally dependent. This has been predicted by a variety of numerical simulations[@R18], [@R119]--[@R121] and analytical work[@R19], [@R122], [@R123], which all take the view that GMC evolution is coupled to the large-scale galactic dynamics. While we find no evidence for the major influence of galactic dynamics in NGC300, this could itself be driven by a dependence of GMC properties on the galactic environment. NGC300 has a low molecular gas surface density (see [Extended Data Figure 1](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), implying that GMCs represent isolated 'islands' that are likely embedded within an envelope of lower-density atomic gas. The coupling between GMC evolution and galactic dynamics can be tested better in galaxies with high gas surface densities that are rich in molecular gas, such that CO emission also traces the GMC envelopes. We do find strong evidence for the regulation of the GMC lifecycle by stellar feedback, which carries environmental dependences on the GMC volume density, the GMC radius, and the metallicity (see [Theoretical predictions](#S16){ref-type="sec"}). In view of these predictions, it is a high priority for future work in this area to explore the environmental variation of the physical quantities shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} across the galaxy population.

### Regulation by stellar feedback {#S27}

Finally, numerical simulations of galactic star formation have recently emphasised the importance of stellar feedback in regulating the growth and evolution of galaxies[@R124]--[@R127]. Our observational results present a key empirical validation of this prediction. Specifically, we provide important evidence for the prediction that supernova feedback by itself is insufficient for regulating galaxy evolution, and that 'early' feedback in the form of photoionisation, stellar winds, or radiation pressure is required[@R29], [@R127]--[@R132]. Our conclusion that photoionisation plays a major role in the dispersal of low-to-intermediate-mass clouds is also consistent with a variety of theoretical predictions[@R133]--[@R138] and observational work within the Local Group[@R78], [@R139]. The critical step forward made by this work is that it provides a self-consistent framework in which all of the above theoretical predictions can be tested simultaneously using a single set of observational data products and a single analysis method. Now that observational studies are capable of quantitatively testing these predictions, it is to be expected that upcoming systematic empirical studies of the GMC lifecycle and its dependence on the galactic environment will generate a step change by motivating future theoretical models for star formation and feedback in the context of galaxy formation and evolution.

Extended Data {#S28}
=============

![Radial profiles of quantities describing the galactic structure of NGC300.\
The panels show the surface densities of molecular gas, atomic gas, total gas, and stars (**a**), the SFR surface density (**b**), the depletion times of molecular, atomic, and total gas (**c**), the rotation curve (**d**), the Toomre *Q* stability parameter (**e**, where *Q* = 1 corresponds to equilibrium), and the metallicity (**f**).](emss-81813-f004){#F4}

![Integrated properties of NGC300 relative to other star-forming galaxies in the nearby Universe.\
The panels show the SFR as a function of stellar mass (**a**), molecular gas mass (**b**), and atomic gas mass (**c**), both for NGC300 and nearby galaxies from the xCOLDGASS[@R53] and xGASS[@R54] surveys. In panels **b** and **c**, the arrows indicate 3*σ* and 5*σ* upper limits of non-detections in xCOLDGASS and xGASS, respectively. The solid lines represent the star-forming galaxy main sequence[@R54] (**a**), the mean molecular gas depletion time of the xCOLDGASS detections (**b**), and the mean atomic gas depletion time of the xGASS detections (**c**), with the 1*σ* scatter shown in grey.](emss-81813-f005){#F5}

![Radial profiles of the average properties of the GMC population in NGC300.\
The panels show the GMC radius (**a**), velocity dispersion (**b**), luminous and virial masses (**c**), surface density (**d**), molecular hydrogen number density (**e**), and virial parameter (**f**, where *α*~vir~ = 1 corresponds to virial equilibrium).](emss-81813-f006){#F6}

![NGC300 seen at different aperture sizes.\
This figure illustrates the image processing of this work. The panels show the H*α* emission (left) and CO(1-0) emission (right) from NGC300 convolved with top-hat apertures of diameters increasing from top to bottom from 20 pc to 2560 pc (see the annotated circles). Each panel also shows the locations of the emission peaks identified in the 20 pc-resolution images (crosses), at which the flux density measurements are made when deriving the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio as a function of size scale as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](emss-81813-f007){#F7}

![Probability distribution functions of constrained quantities.\
Normalised probability distributions of the six constrained quantities (solid lines), with best-fitting values (dashed lines) and 1*σ* uncertainties (dotted lines) indicated in the top-left corner of each panel.](emss-81813-f008){#F8}

![Influence of the GMC lifecycle on the de-correlation of molecular gas and young stellar emission.\
Shown is the change of the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio relative to the galactic average as a function of spatial scale, for apertures placed on CO emission peaks (top branch) and H*α* emission peaks (bottom branch). The symbols and 1*σ* error bars show the CO-to-H*α* flux ratios observed across the entire field-of-view of NGC300 as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The evolutionary timeline of the GMC lifecycle is constrained by fitting the model indicated by the solid lines. Alternative models with long GMC lifetimes are shown by the dashed and dotted lines (see the legend). These alternatives are ruled out by the observations.](emss-81813-f009){#F9}

![Distribution of nearest neighbour distances of identified emission peaks.\
The black solid line shows the cumulative distribution of the distances to the nearest neighbours across the combined sample of emission peaks identified in the H*α* and CO maps. The median and mean distance are indicated by the vertical dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The vertical grey lines indicate lower and upper limits derived in the [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"} section, the first of which is implied by the measured region separation length. The location of the median and mean nearest neighbour distances in between these limits is consistent with the measured separation lengths.](emss-81813-f010){#F10}

![Schematic illustration of cloud-scale evolutionary cycling in the Σ−Σ~SFR~ plane.\
The symbols show the observed relation between the total gas surface density (Σ, where the high-redshift sample is assumed to be fully molecular) and the SFR surface density (Σ~SFR~) for galaxies in the local Universe and at high-redshift (see the legend)[@R67], [@R140], [@R141]. For NGC300, the error bars show the 1*σ* uncertainties. Dotted lines represent constant gas depletion times as indicated by the labels. The results of this work show that GMCs and star-forming regions move through this diagram. As a function of time, they increase their gas density, increase their SFR, expel gas through feedback, and eventually fade by stellar evolution, which is schematically illustrated by the red arrows.](emss-81813-f011){#F11}
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![De-correlation of molecular gas and young stellar emission on sub-kpc scales.\
The ALMA CO(1-0) map is shown in the left panel as a blue overlay on top of an optical composite image of NGC300 taken with the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope (see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"}). The white contour indicates the extent of the CO map. Emission from young stars traced by H*α* is shown in pink. The scale bar shows the projected size scale, uncorrected for inclination. The change of the CO-to-H*α* flux ratio relative to the galactic average is shown as a function of spatial scale in the right panel, for apertures placed on CO emission peaks (top branch) and H*α* emission peaks (bottom branch). The error bars indicate the 1*σ* uncertainty on each individual data point, whereas the shaded areas indicate the effective 1*σ* uncertainty range that accounts for the covariance between the data points[@R16]. The evolutionary timeline of the GMC lifecycle is constrained by fitting a model indicated by the dotted lines. Also see [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"} and [Supplementary Videos 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](emss-81813-f001){#F1}

![Radial profiles of constrained quantities in comparison to theoretical predictions.\
The top row shows the three free parameters of the model fitted to the data in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, i.e. the GMC lifetime (**a**), the feedback timescale (**b**), and the region separation length (**c**). The bottom row shows quantities derived from the free parameters (see the [Methods](#S1){ref-type="sec"} section), i.e. the integrated SFE (**d**), the mass loading factor (**e**), and the feedback outflow velocity (**f**). The horizontal solid lines indicate the galactic average values, with the grey-shaded area indicating the 1*σ* uncertainties. The data points indicate the measurements in bins of galactic radius, with vertical error bars indicating the 1*σ* uncertainties and horizontal error bars spanning the radial bin. Red and black symbols represent non-overlapping and overlapping radial bins, respectively. Blue lines mark theoretical predictions for various physical mechanisms or reference values (see the legends), showing that the GMC lifecycle in NGC300 takes place on a dynamical time and is regulated by early (pre-supernova) feedback.](emss-81813-f002){#F2}

![Dependence of measured quantities on spatial resolution.\
The lines and symbols show how four measured quantities (see the legend) change as a function of the spatial resolution to which the analysed maps have been convolved, relative to their values at native resolution. The grey-shaded area indicates spatial resolutions at which the region separation length is not resolved (see top axis). The horizontal solid line marks unity. An accurate measurement (i.e. within 50%, marked by horizontal dotted lines) requires resolving the region separation length. For resolutions better than 2/3 × *λ*, the data points are statistically consistent with unity to within the 1*σ* uncertainties (shown by the vertical error bars).](emss-81813-f003){#F3}

###### Constrained quantities describing cloud-scale star formation and feedback.

For various (independent and overlapping) intervals in galactocentric radius, the table lists the GMC lifetime (*t*~CO~), the feedback timescale (*t*~fb~), the region separation length (*λ*), the integrated SFE (*ϵ*~sf~), the mass loading factor (*η*~fb~), the feedback outflow velocity (*v*~fb~), and the $\chi_{\text{red}}^{2}$ statistic of the model fit.

  Radial interval   *t*~CO~                  *t*~fb~                 λ                     *ϵ*~sf~                 *η*~fb~              *ν*~fb~                  $\chi_{\text{red}}^{2}$
  ----------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- -------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  0.0--3.0          $10.8_{- 1.7}^{+ 2.1}$   $1.5_{- 0.2}^{+ 0.2}$   $104_{- 18}^{+ 22}$   $2.5_{- 1.1}^{+ 1.9}$   $40_{- 18}^{+ 31}$   $9.4_{- 0.7}^{+ 0.8}$    0.71
  0.0--1.5          $16.2_{- 3.9}^{+ 4.2}$   $1.8_{- 0.3}^{+ 0.3}$   $105_{- 22}^{+ 38}$   $2.6_{- 1.2}^{+ 2.1}$   $37_{- 17}^{+ 32}$   $8.1_{- 0.9}^{+ 1.3}$    0.61
  1.5--3.0          $9.2_{- 1.6}^{+ 2.1}$    $1.4_{- 0.2}^{+ 0.1}$   $98_{- 21}^{+ 25}$    $2.3_{- 1.0}^{+ 1.8}$   $42_{- 19}^{+ 33}$   $9.8_{- 0.6}^{+ 1.2}$    0.58
  0.5--1.5          $18.3_{- 4.4}^{+ 3.9}$   $1.6_{- 0.3}^{+ 0.4}$   $105_{- 28}^{+ 40}$   $2.8_{- 1.3}^{+ 2.1}$   $34_{- 15}^{+ 31}$   $9.0_{- 1.4}^{+ 1.2}$    0.50
  1.0--2.0          $11.0_{- 2.0}^{+ 3.1}$   $1.7_{- 0.4}^{+ 0.3}$   $104_{- 23}^{+ 30}$   $2.2_{- 1.0}^{+ 1.9}$   $44_{- 20}^{+ 33}$   $8.8_{- 1.1}^{+ 1.8}$    0.34
  1.5--2.5          $9.8_{- 1.8}^{+ 2.2}$    $1.5_{- 0.2}^{+ 0.1}$   $96_{- 20}^{+ 26}$    $2.6_{- 1.1}^{+ 2.0}$   $38_{- 17}^{+ 30}$   $9.3_{- 0.6}^{+ 1.0}$    0.63
  2.0--3.0          $10.8_{- 2.2}^{+ 9.4}$   $1.4_{- 0.2}^{+ 1.7}$   $131_{- 45}^{+ 49}$   $2.7_{- 1.2}^{+ 3.7}$   $36_{- 22}^{+ 28}$   $10.5_{- 5.6}^{+ 1.5}$   0.75
